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PM myth: we go beyond “one treatment fits all”
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The challenging patients of personalized 
medicine

• The undiagnosed

• The disorganized

• The expectant



• 32 years old. Coffee shop owner

• Recurrent events of abdominal pain.

• Lab and CT are borderline for pancreatitis.

• Without obvious risk factors (e.g. alcoholism, gall 
stones), pancreatitis is extremely rare.

• Genetic work up yielded heterozygosity to CTRC gene. 

• There are reports of association of chronic pancreatitis. 

• Mutation reported among healthy people as well. So it 
is VUS.

• Another mutation has been found. It is a VUS too.

• In the absence of clear diagnosis, it is unclear whether 
there is an increased risk to pancreatic cancer. 

The undiagnosed



The Disorganized: 
the demanding career of chronic illness





The challenge of 
medication 
adherence

• 75% of USA patients have adherence failures

• 50% of older adults do not adhere to at least on chronic medication.

• This results in an estimated 125,000 death annually (6% of all deaths)

• Cost of $100,000,000,000

• Suggestions: Medicine should be “less disruptive”, “treatment of 
burden” should be lowered as to ease the “career of chronic patient”. 

(BMJ 2009; 339:2803; Sociology 2009; 43:535-554; Ann. Fam. Med. 2011; 9:235-243)



The expectant and the 
“pyramid of risk”

The acute medical problem

Other active medical problems

Impending risks

Long term medical risks



Occupational related orthopedic injury + hernia
Injury from accidents caused by impaired vision 
Wrong use of prescription drugs owing to hearing 
loss
Diabetic foot ulcer from wrong shoes and poor 
foot care
Opioid dependence 
Alcohol abuse
Obesity
Wheelchair boundedness. 
Stress related to domestic abuse
Passive smoking
Exposure to high levels of lead in drinking water



• Acceptance 
(prescribe less drugs, lower health-expectations)

• Change one-self  
(give drugs most effective in the circumstances)

• Change environment 
(resolve social issues first)

Integrated personalised medicine: 
Optimization of potential for better health.



Summary: 
the challenges of PM

• Over-burdening the patient (and those 
who pay for care)

• Confusing patient and society

• Bypassing social issues



The ultimate paradox of PM 
as “AI of big data” driven 
body of knowledge

For every problem found in PM (e.g. bias, missing 
out on data, compliance, pricing….) there might be 
an AI that would offer the “best” solution… We will 
have no way of checking these algorithms…

Is artificial intelligence the best / only way to 
personalize medicine?


